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THEADRINCIPAL'S ROLE: CONSIDERING CHANGE
IN THE, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

1

The premise of this paper is that.he principal is the

key to change in the elementary school. Whether the desired

change is proposed by the teachers, the sehool board or the

lawmakers the principal's role will be instrumental to its

succeSsful implementation. Because the principal is' respon-
,

. sible for the evaluation of the teachers; the supervision of

the instructional program; the communications with the school
.\

community and the establishment of schedules and routines,
1

s /he has the power to facilitate or to inhibit change. In

.a recent issue of-Educational Leadership, Wendell Holigh,.(1978)

put: it;this way 'Since the individual school building i8

the largest writ in which significant and succeAful carri-
. _

culum change-can occur; those who, make the real difference

are theptople,in the school. In this sense; the school

family is the principle source power and influence; rather

than forces external to the school = "-(p= 59) The principal;

as head of that "school_faAily,1! establishes the climate

which facilitates or.inhibits change. The very thought of

change may bring either positive o.rinegative connotations to

the principal's mind. S/he-may, perceive "change" tobe an

opportunity for self an organizational renewal. Conversely,

s/he may view "change" as an attack on the'status quo. These

opposite perceptions of change affect the act-ions the principal
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takeg' and .essentiall determine 'the;tone or "climate"

the individual schoo

"The' role of the principaU" states Sarason (1971),

may, well be unique in the light it sheds both on the charac-

teristics of the system and life in the classroom. . .whether

or not the prIncipal likes the proposed changes, s /he is in

large part responsible for implementing those changes in fact

and' spirit." (p. 111, 130) Implementing change isa.diffi7

cult task for the principal. Those who would change the

schools must assume major responsibility for proyiding

tance ancLimpetus to tne.principal in this implementation role.
, .

This paper,focuses upon the perceptions and the actions

of the principal in the change process, It isioaSedupon the
*

assumptions that an authentic need for a change has already

been identified and that the principal and staff agree that
-

the; need for a chahge exists. Further, the assumptions are

made that the elethentary principal is in charge of a school

cif between 150 and 500 students, a part of a -larger school

system for which policies are .set by a publicly elected

-board of directors; ThenTrinCipaI has the autonomy to

administer the school within the policy parameters, and is

accountableto the superintendent.

When used in this.'Raper, the term "change agent" refers

to a power external to the individual school, a power which

seeks to.otfect change through influencing the people in
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that school. This power might be identified as the school

district, a state agency_or the federal government.

The examples in this paper are from actual experiences

of the author; who has been a teacher and administrator in

five Washington State school districts during the past

twenty-threejyears. In all examples. given; the situational

elements were simiIiar to those existing throughout the given

school district; that is to say; no special attention, staff-.

inq or budgetary advantages were cr'iven to the authors school

to assist with the 'change proceSS% Changes came about because

the principal perceived the need, believed it could _be accom-
,

pli8hodi and utilized the-skills of administrative synthesis
#

to cause, it to happen.

-.1

II. THE 13tINCIPAL'S PERCEPTIONS:, SETTING THE
SCENE FOR R-CHANGE

The principal'sprincipal's perceptions of four major topics are

critical to his/her effectiveness chat\ge

These topics include (1) perceptions of change 'itself;

(2) perceptions of control.; ,(3).perceptions of the school

,-
systern and (4).perceptions of the school staff. Each.

topic will be discussed separately;

Perceptions of change. The principal is compelled to

recognize that change in the ,schools is ql_reourrent theme

Indeed; the principal with ten years' ence lived

through many changes-with regard'to his /h t-Fyn role: from
4

6
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centralized administration,to decayrali ed; from interpreting,

the-curriculum consultants' wishes- to becoming an instructional

leader, from explaining the school's decisions to the public

to asking their participation in designing programs; from

partiCipating as'a member of an education association to per-

forming as a member of a management team. Change is all

around the school; yet often the principal sees his/her role

as a beleaguered attempt,to ward off external change from

hampring the functioning of the school. A principal with

this negative view_of change envisions his/her role as a

supporter, of the status quo; preserver of the past and -

present, and faces the future with cautious pessimism. HiS/

her efforts become permeated with defense mechanisms, and

'gre4t energy is expended in protecting "us" (within thiS

school) from- "theM" (outer forces who seek to change the

school). On the other hand, the principal who views change

as self and organizational renewal may perceive his /her role

as an opportunity to develop staff,problem-solving abilities,

to share participatory decision-making; to clarify goals

based on -identifiedstudent rieeds; and to seek assistance

from resources outside of tl?e school. His/her efforts are

directed toward analyzing the currentsituatio4, providing

relevant Inservice to develop staff skills and synthesizing

the efforts of all into a puiposgfuI whole.- In reference:to

managing changing institutions, Toffler (1971 States:.

.more.and more sophisticated managers are rec gnizing
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that in a world of accelerating change, reorganization is;

and must be,.an on-going process, rather than a traumatic

once-in-a-lifetime affair." (p.131)

The effective principal knows that Such on-going change

must be related to the stable and enduring elements of the

school Goodlad (1975) contends that "schools derive a good

deal bf their Stability and'support by performing some

exclusively educational functions in such a way that these..

are bbth visible and understood. Innovation is accepted and

even applauded when it is designed and carefully explained

;as a way of performing these basic'functiocs better."

(p; 8) He further states .that "an effective change strategy

is one through which the alternatives best suited t\6. the

needs of a given ingtittitibtl',cbm the attention of those

in it and are used in a continuous process of.improvement;"

(p. 1-9) The Offedtive principal values this proce*s of

improvement, and leeks to facilitate its occurrence.

Perceptions of control. ThePrincipal must recognize

the importance of his/hl leadership to effecting change

The control of change-is located within the school unit;

and the qproactive or reactive stance. Of the principal will

determine the success or failt.ito of -changes that are initi-

ated: Eithpr stance is controlling, because the school

climate is tempered by the manner in which the,PrincpaI

embraces or resists proposed changer The principal whb has
/

a strongly independent self-concept' is not threatened when



change is proposed; S/he knows that;a prdactive stage

permits shaping ar),d direction of the actioni and that early

involvement in t e planning stagesis essential to control

Iingthe outcomes. _S/he perceives how his/her actions relate

t6 the wider."pictureu'of.the schoOI system; and is able to

function within the system's parameters with a high degree
. .

_

of freedom. A principal may perceive that. changes are being

proposed for the school without the involvement of.the ptih-

cipal in the design: When this occurs, the control is

technically remoled from the principal. Since losinP, o'ntrol
. ;

ova r a situation represents a threat, the only possible
_ .,

.

stance is a reactive one. A reactive stance is a negative,

defensive- protective views and Will most certainly work

against any change that _is initiated in that Schoa.
It

Perceptions tf the school system; The principal Wq0

views change as an opportunity. for improvement and who

views himself/herself as: a proantive leader 'is able to view

the-schooI system itself as:supportive to his/her efforts.
. (-

.

This principal perceives that board- policiesioadministrative
0. ,

----:

procedures and district gOals serve as a framework within

which hiS/her School,can.operate'effectively. ;.-These parame--

/

,tens are seen as providing guidance for the princip4 rather-

than imposing severe restrictions upon him/her. The pri:ncip I

also views the roles-of other district staff members as

:supportive resources.; f the school. drawing upon these

resou;ces, theAprincipal can positively impact the efforts of,



hiS/her School staff. Sarason (1971) describes the impoFtanpe
L_

of realizing that the individual's conception of_the school
. (

system "governs role performance even though it May be a

correct or faulty, conception." (p. 133, 134) His condern4

tAt; too often,' the school system is viewed by the.principal

in a mannerw.that obscures the rage of possibilities for

action, serving instead as a basis for refusing to act in a
=

flexible way. Conversely, a principal who views the system

pbSitiVelY can use the resources available to assist his/her

school's 'attempts to change.

Perceptions of Staff. The princit5b.1 who implements

change effectively knows that .)elhange; whether itaffeCtS

curricular content or instructional practice; requires the

commitment of staff members; That commitment must be sought

overtly and conscientiously by the princiRV; who never.,

takes it existence for granted. The effective pKincipaI

A_khOWS hiS/her. staff members and values their particil_pation c

)1iil decision-making OTrtoesses. Slhe believes that all staff_
4-

members have vittl roles to play, and makes syStematX
;

provision for the involvement of teachers,, specialist teachers,

and non-- certificated personnel in the processes of the. school.

This princApal recognizes the.powerful effect of combining the
. .

efforts of -;n0 school:staff with school system suppOrt staff

And external experts in _Ife field td achieve the defined gOals

O f t40 school. The principal's ability to include alpersonneI

o f the schbol related' to his/her perception of,:t#e system
\4

10



and its parts,.a kind of integrated thinking described by

McGregor .(p.976).as "the creation of _conditions such that

the members. of the organization can Achieve their own goals

bett by directing their efforts toward the - success of the::

enterprise:" (p.1S4
\

In creating such "conditiofis," the principal take's

into account the fact that groups as well as individuals,:
= e

_ _

passthrough developmental stages. 'The principal who knows
-;

his/het Staff's readiness to participate in decision-making

.
processes can involve themappropriately,L working with them

toward sequentially_higher levels of ,competence in function:-

ing togetpr. If the 'staff h s not previously functioned

at a highly independentlevel; the principal beginsat;the

appropriate level/instructAg them with regard to his/per

expectations for their pdrformance in well-defined situations.
%_

Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1976) State, in managerial terms.,

atcirs of a staff's readiness. to assume the respollsibil-

iti48 -.0f participatory decision-maAng: "Each subordinate'

hays a set of expectations about how the boss should act in.

relation to'him. . .the better the manager-understands theSe
.

'factors, -the more_ accurately he ..can determine what kind of

behavior on his part will enab'e subordinates to act more

effectively." (p.34,38) The manager can permit the subordinates

greater degrees of freedom it

haverelatively high needs fOr independence,

have a readiness to assume responsibility for
decision-Making,



have a relatively high toleratce for 'ambiguity,

are interested in, the problem and feeLth.at-it
is important,.

tinderstana and identify with
organization;

have the necessary_ knowledge
deal with the problem, and

the goals of the

. _

and experience

have learned to expect to share in*decision-making:

The principal who perceives the

participators in change assists them

With-consideration for both:problems and opportunities which

are inherent in them. S/he assists tbe staff in seekirli

staff as authentic

to analyze situations

solutions to the identified, problems .and in taking

-K.

of.the ident* ied opportunities; The principal assists the

in perceiving themselves as major actor's in the process

of critical, relevant change which.leads to the renewalof

staff

the school.

Summary. :The principal's perceptions ofichange control,

system and staff affect his/her ability to establish a climate
,

supportive to change. The importance of t1.0.s c1-7i.mate haS

been documented in the Rand Study of Federal' Programs Supporting

Educational Change; Volume 11 (197.5): "The effective imple-

mentation of innovative projects was

supportive institutional setting and

primarily dependent on a
a.

on an impImentation

strategy that fostered the mutual adaptation of the staff to

the project's demands and of, the project's design to the

reality of its setting. .Elementary schobl

to have been 'gatekeepers' of change, either

-inhibiting implementation." (p.65,84)

principals appear

facilitating or
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Section III will discuss the prinpipaI's.application of

hq,dministratiVe;synth6sis in,developing a climate for change.
1.

III. THE PRINCIPAL'S APPLICATION,OF ADMINISTRATIVE
SYNTHESIS: tEVELOPING THE CLIMATE FOR CHANGE

Adm-inistrative synthesis: definition. Benjamin Bloom;

in his Cognitive Taxonany<I9i.)6), defined synthesis as "the'

putting together of elements and parts so as to fqrm a whoIe.

This is a process of working with elements, parts, etc.; and

combining them in such a way as to constitute a pattprn or

structure not clearly there before. Generally, this would.

involve a recombination' of.parts of previous experience with

new material, reconstructed into.a new and more or less'

well-integrated whole." (p.162) The ability to synthesize

is critical to putting. together the supportive institutional

climate which contains such myriad "elements" as students

with.va ying needs; parents with divergent views, classroom,

teachers with different experiences and abilities; specialist

teachers and support personnel with conflicting opinions,

classified staff with varying abilities, an organizational;

hierarchy with established policy parameters, external change

agents with specific expectations, 'local schedules with
. .

varying-flex pilityi financial resources with "strings attache

and on and ad infinitum. When these elements are placed

a school setting, the school principal's task becomes

13 ,)
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challenging and extremely complicated. This taskrequires-
.

the principal-to combine many elements in such a Way that.

the new "whole" benefi-ts the students; The process-of.

synthesizing has been attributed to thee activity of the

rights hemisphere of the brain, as reported by Ornstein (1972):

"If the -left hemisphere is specialized fOr atalysis the

-;right hemisphere. .seems specialized fbr holist4-mentation

.if the heft hemisphere can be termed predominantly ana-

Iytic,and,sequential in its operation; then the right hemi-

-sphere is more holistic and rational, and more,simultaneous

in its mode of operation." (p.52) He PUrther proposes that

"it is the polarity and. the integration_ of these two modes

of consciousness, the complementary workings of the into1=-

lect and the intuitive, which underlie, our highest achieve=

ments." (p.65) Designing a school climate suppOrtiVe to

change demands the use of these complementary hemispheric

functions in whijch the principal perceives the gestalt of

the-situation with innovations in place; then sequentially

brings it about kby applying linear, analytical methods to

the planning and "building" of the climate; element by element.

Goodlad-(1975) refers to the missing ingredient of

synthesis In his reference to the past decade of schooling:
_______

;curricular; organizational, and instructional reform

: ,proceeded separately and disparately, hardly anyone providing

a synthesis of what arl this might add up to in a given

school. . :Much of what went on was a little like seeking to

14



improve the quality Of faMily life without either. an image.

f a family and what it might look like or any way of reaching

it as an entity;" (p.45) Further; if "the school is itself-

an agent of and for change. for the curriculum tfa

school to change and go on changing there must be a kind of

momentum in that school. .a disposition toward making such

a change; to remaking it,.and to making it once again.7

This momentum is dependent on the school's ability to behave

as a cohesive; organized entity. If the school does "behaVe"

in this manner; it is largely due to the principal's "ability

to conceptualize the whole so-as to visualize other possibili-

ties and how specific steps and innovations might lead to

them." (p.62)

Administrative synthesis: actions. When the principal

performs at a synthesis level of thought; s/he takeS specific

actions which create the climate for change. In this s p-

portive institutional climate; teachers find it possible to

risk changing their behavior as they come.to view themselves

(as well as the principal) life-long learners. They come

to, realize that the principal'.s.oVerall goal is-the improve-
,

,

n of instruction for students; and that this goal requires

their valuedinvolvement. A climate such as this is created

by the principal's specific actions in four major categories

which the author presents as (1) holistic thought; .(2) instruc-

tional modeling; (3). Complete communications and (4) futuri

15
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considerations. - Ea6h category will be discussed in this

section.

(1), Holistic, thought. The' principal learnatQ look
-A.-

at entire situations as a network of interdependent rela-

tionships. This might be termed'an ecological method by

Which. the principal seeks to gain a larger perspective of

the total environment around and within the local school.

$/he examines-all of the actors in the process of schoolin

and gives credibility to their ideas; values and talents:

In holistic thought; the principal i8 primarily concerned

with the relationships between the elements of a given

situation. Thiseenables the principal to view the overall,

pattern, even though some of the elements may be missing.

The view of the overall pattern enables the principal to

,recombine the elements in such a -way that, a new "whole" is

created. The principal shares this conceptualizing with

the 'stiff ;. providing opportunities for them to think

holistically about the school and its effect on students.

A sense of purpose; direction'and momentum is generated for

'the school. As stated by Mink, Schultz and,Mink (1979)

:'Leaders build credibility throd h their- ability to use a

system-wide perspective to solve 'problems, symbolize organi-.

zati& purposes, and persuade others to these purposes." (p.10)

HOliStiC thinking permits the principal to conceptualize

the new entity with. innovations in place. It also requires

the careful analysis of the elements and their interrelationships

1G
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so that the new design carefully builds upon them. The

design of the new situation must take'into account the

selieduIes and routines-the.allOcation of time--if its

impfementation4is to be; successful: Goodlad (1975) refers

to such schedules and routines as "regUlarities," defined

as "fixed or recurring2outines by means of which schobls

conduct their daily business. . ;Institutions must regular-
.-

their activities; innovations proposeto change regu-,

larities in _some way." (p.13) When those regularities can

be changed; innovations that willcontinue become in

essence; the new "reguIarities;" The schedules and routines;

in other words, comprise the mortar-whch holds the separate

elements together to form the newly-built "whoIe;"-

An example of the author's application of holistic

thought may clarify thil concept. Principal Smith was made

aware of the need for the classroom teachers in her school

to engage in team planning. A block of time for this specific

purpose was created through the consideration of another

need: itinerant specialist teachers needed tO relate their

instructional activities to each other and to have time to

become better acquainted with students; The specialist

teachers were grouped as a team with time for planning

together to deliver their services during a given block of

time to the students of a classroom team. The classroom

teachers were scheduled for team planning activities during

this time block. The specialist teachers were able to relate



instructional activities and to benefit-from theii%wider

perspectives gained through working together. They became

better acquainted with their students by working with them

for longer Periods of time and by seeing other specialist

teachers' Obints-of-view. The Classroom teacherS.were able

to devote a` block of time each week to the planning of teat

activities. Th students:benefited from thekimproved instruc-
4!

;

tional planning. This situation was made possible by Principal

Smith's .holistic conceptualizing' of a poss-ible innovation and

by her careful rescheduling of the. Elements 'to make the

implementation succesSful.=,"

(2)- Instructional modeling. The successful principal.

realizes that- this leadershiprole is really an instructional

;one. The principal perceives the gestalt of learning to be

developmental and continual, whether the learner i8 a ,;ild,

parent or administrator. Because] of this perception, the

principal seeks to model the behavior s/he expects from

teachers. Modeling provides the-staff with a clear picture

of a concept and clarifies the expectations of the.principaI.

It permits the principal to label the elements and to discus

their relationships to the whole.' The use, of modeling en-

hances the principal's efforts to build cohesive group
6

decision-making skills. As an instructor, the principal

sets c ear objectives which are appropriate for the staff.

S/he rovides opportunities for the staff to learn to perform

Is



the objectives which-are4pprapriate for the them, S/he

provides opportunities:gar the staff to learn to perform

the objectives.' S/he does not assume that 'earning has

occurred -juSt because s /he has presented 'an oppotunit

s/he frequently_checksAhe staff's understanding of

stated objectives.

A real-life example of instrUctianal,modeling

serve to clarify this concept: Principal Smith, in seeking

to develop a climate for change_, recognized that her staff

had not previously. functionecUan, a group decision-making.

situation. She desired to invoIve.them in designing stra-
.

tegie for improving the reading, program for primary students;

a need they previously ;had helped to identify. She scheduled

a staff meeting with the purpose of . "brainstorming" all the

possible causes for the students deficiencies, ihreding.

skills. Her overall goal was<jOaSsist the teachersin the

careful analysis of the situation before proceeding to the

further steps of identifying potential solutions and selecitang

one or more for implementation. Although the purpose" of the

meeting had been publicized, some teachers came to the staff

meeting with pre-defined:'soWtionS" toAne7t the.need. One

teacher stated.; "We all Should teach reading for sixty

_minutes per day; there pres-itliht.4h time to get

the job done.", Another suggested, "II we could purchase

these new materials, we could improve the program." Principal.

Stilith clearly re-stated the objective of th.is meeting- and



carefully defined the brainstorming technique. She showed

ithe staff where this procedure fit into the whole of decision-7

wking; and emphasized her belief that Careful Analysis of

the'situation would assist with the identification of possi-

ble solutions. She then listed one "possible cause" of '

students'. readin deficiencies, and' encouraged the partici-
.

pation of the staff in brainstorming further causes. At a

later meeting Principal Smith referred back to this procedure;

again identifying its lace in the decision-mak process.

) Complete.coMmunications. The successful principal

values everyone's participation in school' functions. S/he

establishes a communications
,
ne4twork which becomes an 'in-

tegral-pa of the school. The network is designed to

provide for the interaction of all staff; parents and

students; The communications network provides for both

formal and informal;types of feedback to the principal:

S /he works with staff, student and parent groups to clarify
r

the ways inwhich they will advise the principal.' S/he is

careful to designwaYs in which the various advisory groups.

will interact with each other. care is taken to provide

for representation of all grade levels, itinerant staff,

non-certificated staff, parents from various neighborhoods;

etc. If there are special programs. located -the school;

these are aIso represented. The principal understanas two-

way communication and provides ample: time and opportunity
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for feedback to be gathered and considered. S/he is clear,

about reporting. back to the groups, - the consider-.

ations given to their input.

In addition to these provisions for group involvement,

there are opportunities for individual participation.
-

Parents are encouraged to visit classrooms; Teachers are

given the opportunity to visit, in eachotherrs classrooms;

and students. are encouraged to visit other classes and 'to

discuss their concerns and ideas. The princiapl is a fre-

quent visitor to the classrooms. S /he schedules formal

observations for the purpose of supervision and evaluation

of teacher performance. But, equally important, s/he makes

numerous informal visits to the classroom to participate

in activities; to show support for the teachers; and to

understand the students; S/he believes :that the staff's

trust level will rise when they see that the principal cares

enough to "be there." S/he also encourages teachers, par-

ents and students to make "drop -in" visits to discuss 'ideas

With the principal. Because s/he thoroughly knoys what is

occurring in the school, the principal can speak with
4

credibility about student needs and about indications that

changes might be worth considering. Teachers and parents,
N

who find the principal's statements believable; will'be ready

to participate in analyzing situations and assisting in

making decisions to seek appropriate innovations;

ki



An example of one/SChboIs communications network will

illustrate this category. Principal Smith worked with the

people in her.school for two years to establish a Complete .

communications network. It included formal 'and 'informal

processes fbt students, staff and parents. A student council,

Staff 'adViS- council, and parent advisory council met

sepparately with Principal Smithy but each group had a liai-

son with the other groups. The student counciI,'with

representatives :froth each-classroom, met, weekly with a faculty

advisor, and brought concerns and ideas periodically to the

staff adviSory council. The 'staff council, with represonta-
!

tives from each teaching team, itinerant specialists, and

vnon-certificafta-Staff, met weekly to take action regarding

the functioning of the schoal. The parent council met monthly.

to study issues in depth as proposed by the staff, PTA or

pl,ncipaI. A parent council member served on the PTA board;

.7e
as did A teacher.representative.

In addi1tion to formal group communicationS,,Prin-
'

Smith established times to meet informally with the specialist

team, guidance team, and teachihg teamsShe set aside tiMd

on het Calendar for weekly "Walk-through" visitations; after

WhiCh She left a Short note for the teacher. She scheduled

the required formal observations at times mutually acceptable

to teacher and principal, and held a conference before and

after each observation; to discuss the particular segment of

instruction observed4



The formal .observation fit into the annual teacher

evaluation cycle; which be,,an in the fall with the.'.teacher's

identification of professional, goals f(;-i- the academic year.

Goalswererelatedtoschoolordiss trict needs as well as

to theAdacher's own performance; Strategies _for achieving
,

the goals were proposed,: and methods for:evalytion were

selected. At mid-year, Principal Smith-held an individual

cOnference.with each teackler to discuss the progress in goal

achievement.

In addition to the routine communications network above;

Principal Smith published a weekly newsletter to parents and

a daily bulletin far staff.. She set aside an hour each week

to telephone parents*of students who had accomplished some-

thing noteworthy: She was Often seen in the 1txichroom and

on-the playground, visiting with students. Much me was

t in listening. .and more,iistening. As.the communi-%
/

cation channels were establiShed and honored;' Principal.

Smith noted the openness which had begun to' characterize

the climate of the school.

.(4) Futuristic considerations. -.The successful principal

accepts the necessity for self and orgInizational renewal.

S/he realizes that time must be appropriated for planning

for the future; Periodic planning se4sions are held With

the staff; and consideration is 'given to the questions:

Where will we be' in a year? Where would we like to be?



What will our students need to learn in order to cope with

change? Extending the thinking of the StaffJnoveS the ocus'

froM the "regularities" of the schaoI to the brOader
: -

poses,,after which annual goals can be established; Innova-

tions are based upon eriduring elements; and relate dir7e'btly

to StuZentioneeds. Change becomes an accepted part of'growth,

With its focus the improver ent,of instruction. New doals

are established as old goalltare evaluated; prO"viding for a

cycIical'approach to change.:

The principal/ ps up-to-date on trends in education

by reading and atte dingoonffirenoes. S/he makes7certain.

that staff is informed abbutH.ocal events, district goals;
- 4

and national trends. Staff members are encouraged to par-

tioiliate in profeSsidnal development activities; and their

growing expertise is noted and utilized. The principaL is

aware of enrollment trends and financial$condition Of. the
-f

\e i

distr"ict. S/he provides opportunities for staff to assist
...

_ --
with the formation and appropriation of't'lle SChaal'S in7."

.

structional budget setting-aside contingency funds for

future heeds. S/he involves th'e staff' in duri.iculum :plan-

ning and content articulation betwen grade IeVeja.. T6e
if

principal emphasizes the importaece4of formative evaluation

methods, assisting the staff to identify a variety -of methods,

fat OValUating the effectiveness of the instructional program.

Be-Cause school -wide go al- setting, Strategy-playning,

-
datagathering and evaluation are cyclical processes, change



is a natural result. Those things which are effective can

be continued; those. things which are not effective are changed,

Principal SmitW-s.school again TroviAes an example of

futuriStdc'coiiSiderations:' Each sprinOrincipal 8Mithleads

the Staff of her scht61 in synthesizing the results-

vaiety2of evaluative activities ,which. have been conducted

-- throughout the year .An annual survey-;,, th graders

who haVe attended this elementary schoa- is. conducted, com-

plete with their earned gradesin the -first semester. of

junior,high.school and their opinions about the effectiveness.
o.

Of. their elementary education. A -parent opinion'survey is

.conducted -to parallel the seventh grade studentsuTvey.

The annual goals for the school ate evaluated.- The #results
=_Y

of student competency tests in reading; writing and math are

Made available. The students avebeen asked from_time. f6

time to evaluate major units of study; and the!$6 results .-are

discussecL -0

The data ar.analyzed, categorized and, compared with.
-.;

)'staff expectations. The pa. ents; studer4S...and.staft are
,..

_ ..

Made aware.of the results and share in the process 0X con-
_

sideting the direction that is indicated.. Plans arA'. developed

for major areas ot emphasis during the following. 7ab'pool year
.,.,..
.,,

and tentative goals are established. Principal SOith meets
*0

. ,with steering committee t desigp a staff inse, vicepro-
,

. (
gram, basedupon the needs of the school. The steering

committee communicates with the entire staff,:atid designs t e

25
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program; complete with topic(s); external resources,

delivery system(s) and incentives for teachers, Teachers

leave for the summer, knowing the direction andlocus for;

September; and momentum fs built.for.the future.

The following example is.included to"providea "real

life" model of administrative synthesiS; 4 model which could

be duplicated'in any elementary school fitting the'conditions
.

described inthis paper's introduetion.-,

Administrative ,synthesis: e EIemPntary

a model; 'Ardmore SchockI;--design 3 en. years earlier to be
_

an "open oioncept" school; was a fined a new principal.

aA
Pr-incipal Smith found that the existing staff members had

-
self-selected Ardmore Schoov because oftheir preference

for team teaching; individualized instruction; multi-age

grouping- of studentsi ayi'd student participation in making

decisions. Teachers were assigned to a three or four-member

team with responsibility for 75 ;,100 students; all located in

a unit which contained four teaching stations' and a common

area Five were grouped around a central support'

area which contained the library; office and staff workroom.

At the time of Principal Smith's appointment the staff

indicated an interest in participating in inservice which

would improve their teaching skills.. During her first year

at Ardmorei Princikal Smith assisted the staff in 'identifying.

studentand7staff needs- These were prior4tizedi

26
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1 greatest needs were identified as (1.) developing the staff'

skills in resolving conflicts and improving e students
40J./

writing skills.

Principal Smith believed that both of these needs could

be addressed through a cohesive staff effort which could

bring unity and purpose to the school. It was apparent that;

although the teachers valued each others: individuality.they,
0

.needed to develop group consensus - building and problem-analysis

. .

skills. Each teaching team functioned as an entity; with
.

minimal cross- school' The actions taken byi

Principal Smith were purPosefully'designed to develop group

process skills as well as to meet the identified needs. The

.chronology of Principal Smith actions will demonstrate how.

:1..he applied the,S'Icills'of administrative synthe8i8 to thiS;

situation.

PrinctpaI SmithestabIished a steering committee

to brainstorm ideas; formulate hypotheses' and consider alter-
-

natives: :This, committee reported to a staff advisory council

which met ¶eekly to consider. the operations9f Ardmore. School.

Each advisor representea constituency (a teaching team,

group7of specillisX teachers,oltnon-certificated staff), and

interacted:with this constituency so that all views were

`represented. Steering Committee rbcommendaiions were broukht

to the advisory council'for approval or revisions.

2. External resource people were invited to meet'with

the steering committee. Faculty from a nearby university

16.
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participated in the design of the. inservice. Experts in the

field of conflidt.resolution and the teaching of writing were

contacted and became a part of the design phase;

3; Princip Smith became aware of a possible-source

of additional funding through a grant; The steering committee

wrote the application, based upon, their knowledge and under-

standing of the inservice priorities, staff. preferences and

available resources.

4. The principal, steering .committee and staff advisory

council secured the written commitment of the entire staff
O

for.the grant proposal; This_commitment was readily obtained

because the product represented the involvement all staff

.at.one stage or another.

5; Two major activities were planned after the grant

was secured. One, a college course, was designed to assist

teachers with tWe instruction of writing skills. This

course was conducted at Ardmore by a writing consultant.

Class sessions were held every other week, and the consultant

worked with teachers in'their classrooms for a period of time

each week. Every classroom teacher participated in the writ-

ing course; as did the principal; counselor, reading specialis

music teacher and librarian;

-The second activity featured a_staff week-end retreat

at a nearby conference center, with three follow-up seminars

during the fall. The retreat and seminars were planned and

conducted with the assistance of a consultant in communication
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skills. The staff gained understanding of conflict resolution

techniques and had opportunities to apply those techniques

during the sequence of events. The second activity also
-

provided college credit, and was attended by one .hundred' per

Cent of the Ardmore staff.

6. Principal Smith facilitated the implementation of

the inservice project by taking deliberate actions which

served to maximize the results. She assisted with the

allocation of resources by brin g in the writing cons

as a part-time staff member, budgeting funds; monitoring the

project timeline, becoming an''adjunqpxmfessor" offer

follow-up sessions_to the retreat andsemipars, and by sum-

marizing the events as they were completed; She participated

in all of the workshops and seminarS:; and (practiced tie skills

,and.techniques with groups of students. Principal Smith .

sought to model the conflict - resolutions techniques that had

been presentediin the seminars. She invited teachers to

Share their uses of techniques and the results that were .

obtained.- Whenever - ,possible, Principal Smith "labeled" and

pUblicized the teachers' applications of their new Skills; She

accomplished this througri her.classrooth observations and

conferences, written notes to teachers, verbal comments'in

meetings, sharing f'events with parentS-, and feedback to

inservice presenters. .Student writing was displayed around

the school and featured in parent newsletters. Samples of

.student writing were read at staff meetings; and students

V
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were given the opportunity to participate in a creative

writing fair held at a nearby university;

Finally; the principal assisted the staff with an

overall evaluation of the inservice project which had brbught
4

about many changes in teacher behavior. The results of the

evaluation indiCated that the teachers were pleased with

their acquisition of teaching skills; thefteachers and stu-

dents were beginning,'to demonstrate new skills in resolving
04.

conflicts, and student writing scores improved dramatically;

Student attitudes-about writing also improved; and parents-

noted the increased competency in writing, evident in the

many samples of student work.. The principal was gratified

to note the cohAiveness of the staff when working togothor

to identify and solve problems_ She noted the groups' im-

proved ability to accomplish tasks; and the individual members

abilities to assume' varying roles:. The staff expressed the

Oesire to continue with this inservice model _during the

'following school year;

in suMmary; this inservice project for Ardmore School

produced real changes in teachers' behavior; Throughout

the life of,the project,-the principal's role featured

administrative synthesis, the ability to combine the, old

and the new situational elements'in such'a way as to cOn-

stitute a pattern or structure not clearly there before.
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IV THE PRINCIPAL'S ROLE: =IMPLICATIONS FOR CHANGE
AGENTS

If the reader accepts the author's assumptions that the,

principal is a key to change in the schools; and that the

principal's ability tb perform administrative synthesis, is

critical to gaining staff commitment to change, the implications

for change agents are cIear:

I. Focus attention on the principal of the school.

Seek his /her support for proposed changes. Show how the

proposed changes can benefit students or meet needs of the

school. Clarify the principal's tole in the process of

initiating,Amplementing, and evaluating the results of

change.

2. Check the principal's perceptions , about change

'itself, about s/her sense of self and school identity 'and

control, abon the school system and its-supportive elements,

and about st ff-members ability t5.,r4participate in decisions

affecting them and the ,school. If negative.perceAtibn8 exist;

seek to determine the cause(s) and to develop a working re=

lationship mith 'the principal. If the principal's perceptions

are such that s /he demonstrates a desire to maintain the

status quo, a preference for a laissez faire or passive

"management" style, an attempt to ward off the "interference

of the school system rather than to utilize its supportive

services, or a lack of faith'In the teachers' ability to parti=

cipate in the de.cision- making process, the prognosis for lasting
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change in his/her school is extreffiel?bleak. It is, of

course, possible to change the principal's perceptions;

and this becomes the first priority fbt the change agent.

The prOdess fbr building a climate for change withTh a S.Chool

diStrict is not different from the process for buildifig a

local school climate, described in this paper. It is a

process that does take time; _howe er, ,it can be accomplished,

if the-change agent works through the 'process deliberately

and sequentially. In other'words, if the printip- '8 410t=

ceptions are inhibitors to bringing about change in he

school tharige the-principal's perceptions. The only alter-

.natiVe8 thIS are rget the possibility for making

changes ''at 'that principal's school or to reassign the principal!

Promote holistic thinking by presenting information

and providing opportunities for the principal to consider the

total perspective, toAperceive hbw the proposed change fits
)

,within.the system and how it 'relates to the purpo8e8 of hi8/

her school. Work with the principal to dettinStrate the

manner in which the design of the change "project" can be

determined by the local school staff. Arrange for meetings

of all prindipals Who may be involved proposed.change, to

Wideiltheir perspective regarding-the scope of the project

and to enhance their consideration of a variety of possible

approaches to the change. . Bring together the principals

and "expert8 in thefieId," again fdr the purpose of extending

the thinking of the principals beyond their own schools and:

school systems.

7:-



4. Provide an instructional model for-the priflc441',

Determine the principal's skill-level in,administrative''

syhthesis; 'and teach to the objective of raising.thatfskilk.

level. "Teaching': implies a .design' that iholudes classes

or seminars opportuhities for practice, situation's, in

the priricipals discuss and demonstrate-the resultS of their

application of concepts, and evaluations whi.Ch givetelevant..

information:, "Teaching" implies that the change agents model:

the skills of administrative synthesis, and label those skillS

in such away that the principals gain a perception, of "what

it looks like."

5. Develop a complete .communications network between

the change agent, the principals involved in the project,

the staffho will be participating in the project, and

any external "experts -in the field." Ascertain the nature

of the communications network in each school unit, which must

include "regularities" that permit interrelated communications

among the administration, sta students a.nd-parents. if an

adequate school-network does not exist; assist the'principal

to design one that will permit.compiete communications.

.
-gain., the change agent should provide instruction which is

appropriate for the skill level Of the participating principal;=:

6. Provide opportunities -for principals to Consider

the future impact of .the changes being proposed. Assist

them to develop goals,for their schools which-reflect the

needs tudents, involving'staff and parents in the probess.
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*
Emphasize the cyclical natu're.of'the process which includes

the setting of goals; the design of strategies, the imple7

mentation of activities; the accumulation and analysis of

data, and the determination of effectiveness (evabuation),

which leads to the setting of 'new goals and a new cycle.

During the implementation phase, continue to

monitor the processes that were established during the plan-

ning _phase. Facilitate the princ ipalIS OffOrts to think
.

holdstically; to provide instructional modelingt.forstaff,

to Communicate thoroughly; providing for the authentic

.

participation of staff,,:and-to consider the future effects

'of.dhange. Give particular attention to pre-established

check-points to -.emphasize thefeeling of local control and

o wnership and to give direction to adjustments that are

needed.

8. In the_Summative evaluation phase, 'assist the
...,

principal and staff in understanding how the results relate

to th0r goalsand objectives_ .Proclaim,_ teach and check

for the understanding that evaluation is cyclical in nature.

How doep the evaluation relate to original goals? How do

4
o vaIuatiOn results' assist the school'in planning:new gbalS?

Avist staff in, deriving meaning from the evaltAion'resuIts,

and in sharing the results with parents.

z
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SUMMARY

The elementary, ,schooI principal can identified as

the key to change in'the schools; -In the past decade, the

.principal'.s role has Continue to emphasize instructional

leadership_ tasks as well; as o ganiZational deVelopment't4sks:

Frequently, though the role expectations have changed, the

training and preparation which would assist the princlpal

in. fulfilling ,the new role expectations have been lacking.
1

Those who 'would change the schoolS-have often by-passed or

manipulated the principal, apparently perceiving him/her as
I

a roadblock to change rather than a facilitator of change.

The principal certainly can be that roadbIockLhowever,

change agents who assume that the principal'isthe key-,to

change can assist that individual in causing, not merely

allowing, change to occur.

Thecreationof a climate whiCh encourages change is

the'responsibility'of the school principal. His /her

to:deveIpP this climate is dependent upon bis/her perceptions

of the nature .of.change, the-Ideus of control, the supportive

ness:bf the. school system and the abilities of staffto'

participate indecision- making: The principal's positive

perceptions of each of these'fourareas enhance the develop-

ment of a nurturing, suT,poxtive school Climate:
X

AsOuming thattthe elementary principal is the key to

change, the focus for change agents is placed upon assisting



the principal t .utiIize (or develop) skills of administrative

synthesis. The successful innovative priridipal synthesizes

the elements in a,sit'uation by them in such a way

as to constitute a pattern or str- ucture;n t clearly there

before. Operating at the synthesis level assumes that the

principal has analytical skills as ciell; thoroughly under-

stariding each of the various situational elements; The

interrelationships of the elements become the tOcus; of

synthesis. The principal can develop the school's ability

to perform as a cohesive entity; only if s/he can conceptua-

lize the "whole" so as to visualize how innovations could

lead to new possibilities.

Once the principal perceive8 the gestalt; s/he must be

able to bring the staff along in a sequential Manner

through the application of sound instructional practices.

The principal, as "teacher, is.carefill to model the concepts

-
S/he wiShe8 the teachers to employ. *ThtoughAt the "instruc-

tion;" the principal keeps the gestalt clearly in mind and

establishes a scho -wide communications network which permits

hirri/herto monitor the understanding of hiS/her staff.. The

principal- structures the communications net
--T

k such a
.

manner as to permit the authentic participation of. all Staff.

members in the operationsiiof the school.

Finally, the principal continually provides opportunities

for the staff to think, about the future; S/he perceives the

necessity ft:it-organizational and self renewal; and seeks to



share this perception with st,aff. New goals are established

based upon evaluation of "old" goals; change becomes growth

based upon enduring elGents of the situation; Staff members

come to view change positively, and.are willing to risk in

the climate of:trust that has been established.

The principal--key or roadblock? Facilitator or inhibitor?

The perceiStion makes fill. the difference
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